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ABSTRACT: Substantial oxygen enrichment is observed in the natural air hydrates formed in
Arctic and Antarctic ice sheets. Inspired by this phenomenon, a novel air separation method,
utilizing hydrate crystallization, is proposed in our work. The three-phase equilibrium pressure
for the air + water system is greater than 15 MPa as the temperature is upon ice point, which
makes the air separation impractical by hydrate formation under mild temperature conditions.
So, some additives were selected to reduce the phase equilibrium pressure of air hydrates at a
fixed temperature. In this work, hydrate dissociation conditions for the air + tetrahydrofuran
(THF) + water system (x = 0.0300 and 0.0500), the air + cyclopentane (CP) + water system
(x = 0.0300 and 0.0556), and the air + tetra-n-butyl ammonium bromide (TBAB) + water
system (w = 0.20 and 0.30) were measured in the temperature ranges of (279.7 to 290.5) K,
(284.0 to 296.2) K, and (283.4 to 288.0) K, respectively. The comparison result shows that, in the pressure range of (0 to 1.5)
MPa, the promotion effect of these three additives on the air + water system follows TBAB > CP > THF.

■ INTRODUCTION
Clathrate hydrates or gas hydrates are crystalline ice-like
compounds, in which small molecules such as methane,
nitrogen, and oxygen, and so forth are trapped in the cages
composed of hydrogen-bonded water molecules.1 Air hydrates
are found in Arctic and Antarctic ice sheets, where during
snowfalls, air was trapped inside to form stable hydrates under
high-depth and low-temperature conditions. Air hydrates in ice
cores were first reported by Shoji et al.2 and usually form an sII
crystal structure.3 A fractionation effect of air hydrates for an
oxygen mole fraction of roughly 0.37 was observed in air
hydrates.4−6 Therefore, oxygen in the air can be enriched by the
formation of air hydrates.
Phase equilibrium information of air hydrates is essential and

vital to air separation using hydrate formation. There are
reports on the hydrate phase equilibrium data for the air +
water system in the ice−hydrate−vapor (I−H−V) region5,7 and
in the liquid water−hydrate−vapor (Lw−H−V) region.8 The
three-phase (Lw−H−V) equilibrium pressure for the air +
water system is greater than 15 MPa when the temperature is
above the ice point,7 which renders it impractical to perform air
separation using hydrate formation. Hence, reducing hydrate
phase equilibrium pressure under mild temperature conditions
is a key step toward air separation based on hydrate
crystallization.
Adding a compound, such as 1,4-epoxybutane, also known as

tetrahydrofuran (THF), to a single gas + water system is a
feasible method to reduce the hydrate phase equilibrium
pressure at a fixed temperature.9−11 In our previous work,9

four-phase Lw−A (additive)−H−V equilibrium data for the air
+ THF + water system were measured in the temperature range
of (281.84 to 299.41) K, and the results show that the hydrate

phase equilibrium pressure for the air + water system can be
reduced to 0.918 MPa at 281.84 K by the addition of THF at x
= 0.0500 (x and w represent the mole fraction and mass
fraction of additive in the aqueous solution, respectively), which
indicates it is feasible for air separation based on hydrate
crystallization under mild temperature and pressure conditions
by the addition of a promoter.
Cyclopentane (CP) can form single sII hydrate with water at

the temperature around 280 K at atmospheric pressure.1,12

Similar to THF, CP molecules reside only in the large cages,
and the small ones are left to be vacant.1,13 Single gas molecules
can occupy the vacant small cages in the CP hydrate under low
pressure and high temperature conditions.1 In addition, N,N,N-
tributyl-1-butylammonium bromide, also known as tetra-n-
butylammonium bromide (TBAB), can form semiclathrates
with water at atmospheric pressure. Unlike THF or CP
clathrate hydrate, in TBAB semiclathrates, anions (Br−) form
cage structures with water molecules, and the tetra-n-
butylammonium cations (TBA+) occupy four partially broken
cages.14 There are empty cages in TBAB semiclathrates which
can capture small-sized gas molecules under mild pressure
conditions.15 Thus, it is possible that the hydrate phase
equilibrium pressure for the air + water system would be
decreased by the addition of CP or TBAB.
In this work, hydrate phase equilibrium data for the air +

THF + water system (x = 0.0300 and 0.0500), the air + CP +
water system (x = 0.0300 and 0.0556), and the air + TBAB +
water system (w = 0.20 and 0.30) were measured. The effect of
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additive concentration on hydrate dissociation conditions is
investigated, and the promotion effects of the three additives
are compared.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. The materials used in this work, along with their

purities and suppliers, are listed in Table 1. Deionized water

was used in all experiments. THF, CP, TBAB, and water were
weighted on an electronic balance with an accuracy of ± 0.1
mg.
Experimental Apparatus. The schematic diagram of the

apparatus used to determine the hydrate phase equilibrium data
for the mixtures is shown in Figure 1, which has also been

described by Li et al.16 in our previous works. The main part of
the apparatus is a stainless steel cylinder with an effective
volume of about 300 cm3 (Hai'an Oil Scientific Research
Apparatus Company, China) and is equipped with a magnetic
stirrer to agitate the content inside the vessel. The allowable
operational pressure and temperature ranges for the vessel are
(0 to 20) MPa and (252.15 to 423.15) K, respectively. The
vessel is entirely immersed in a thermostatted bath (Huber
CC2-K20B) for accurately controlling the vessel temperature.
Two platinum resistance thermometers (Westzh WZ-PT100)
with an uncertainty of ± 0.1 K are placed inside the vessel to
measure the temperatures in the vapor and liquid phases. A
pressure transducer (Senex DG-1300) with an accuracy of ±
0.01 MPa is used to measure the internal pressure of the vessel.

All tof he data are recorded by a data logger (Agilent 34970A)
in the time interval of 20 s.

Experimental Method. The hydrate dissociation con-
ditions were measured using the reliable isochoric pressure-
search method.17 The vessel was well-cleaned with deionized
water and the experimental aqueous solution successively, then
was purged with the experimental gas for at least three times.
Approximately 200 cm3 of the aqueous solution was introduced
into the vessel after being vacuumed. Gas was supplied from a
gas cylinder into the vessel to a desired pressure level through a
pressure-regulating valve. The valve was closed after the
temperature and the pressure were stabilized in the vessel.
Subsequently, the magnetic stirrer was initiated, and the
temperature was decreased gradually at the cooling rate of 3
K·h−1 to form hydrate. The hydrate formation in the vessel was
detected by a decrease in P and an increase in T. The
temperature was then increased in steps of 0.1 K, and (4 to 6) h
was required to achieve adequate equilibrium state inside the
vessel at each temperature step. For each experiment run, a
heating P−T curve could be obtained, the point at which the
slope of the P−T curve sharply changes was considered to be
the hydrate dissociation point, where all hydrate crystals have
dissociated completely.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To check the reliability of the experimental apparatus and the
isochoric pressure-search method used in this work, hydrate
dissociation conditions for the oxygen + CP + water system at x
= 0.0556 were measured and compared with the data in the
literature. The experimental data are reported in Table 2 and

plotted in Figure 2, along with the data reported by Du et al.18

Figure 2 shows a good agreement between the data we
measured and those reported in the literature.

Table 1. Materials Used in the Experiments

component purity supplier

oxygen x ≥ 0.99999 Foshan Analytical Instrument
Co., Ltd.

air (oxygen, x1 = 0.21;
nitrogen, x2 = 0.79)

Guangzhou Yuegang Gas
Industry Co., Ltd.

tetrahydrofuran w ≥ 0.99 Sinopharm Chemical
Reagent Co., Ltd.

cyclopentane w ≥ 0.99 Chengdu Kelong Chemical
Company

tetra-n-butyl ammonium
bromide

w ≥ 0.99 Tianjin Kermel Chemical
Reagent Co., Ltd.

water deionized

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. DL, data
logger; GC, gas cylinder; HV, hydrate vessel; MS, magnetic stirrer; PG,
pressure gauge; PT, pressure transducer; RT, resistance thermometer;
TB, thermostatic bath; VP, vacuum pump.

Table 2. Hydrate Dissociation Conditions for the Oxygen +
CP + Water System Measured at x = 0.0556

T/K P/MPa

286.0 1.03
291.3 3.30
293.8 5.19
297.1 9.10

Figure 2. Hydrate phase equilibrium data for the oxygen + CP + water
system: ○, x = 0.0556, Du et al.;18 ●, x = 0.0556, this work.
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Four-phase (Lw−A−H−V) equilibrium data for the air +
THF + water system, the air + CP + water system, and the air +
TBAB + water system are reported in Tables 3, 4, and 5 and are

plotted in Figures 3, 4, and 5, respectively. In these figures,
three-phase (I−H−V)7 and (Lw−H−V)8 hydrate dissociation
conditions for the air + water system are also displayed to
investigate the promotion effects of the additives used in this
work. The hydrate promotion effect means that the hydrate
stability zone for the air + water system is shifted to the low
pressure or high temperature zone due to the presence of
additive.13 From Figure 3 it can be seen that hydrate phase
equilibrium pressure for the air + water system is reduced by at
least 30 MPa at a given temperature in the temperature range of

Table 3. Hydrate Dissociation Conditions for the Air + THF
+ Water System Measured at x = 0.0300 and 0.0500

T/K P/MPa

x = 0.0300
279.7 0.60
281.5 1.03
284.4 2.09
286.2 3.00
288.5 4.34
290.5 5.84

x = 0.0500
279.8 0.46
285.1 2.13

Table 4. Hydrate Dissociation Conditions for the Air + CP +
Water System Measured at x = 0.0300 and 0.0556

T/K P/MPa

x = 0.0300
284.0 1.09
286.5 2.00
288.6 3.10
292.0 4.90
294.0 7.06

x = 0.0556
284.1 1.10
286.7 2.11
288.4 3.00
291.8 4.90
294.3 7.35
296.2 9.45

Table 5. Hydrate Dissociation Conditions for the Air +
TBAB + Water System Measured at w = 0.20 and 0.30

T/K P/MPa

w = 0.20
283.4 0.76
285.1 2.23
286.2 3.30
287.0 4.31
287.6 5.42

w = 0.30
285.0 0.69
285.7 2.11
286.7 3.24
287.7 4.54
288.0 5.25

Figure 3. Hydrate phase equilibrium data for the air + water system
and the air + THF + water system. Air + water system: □,
Mohammadi and Richon;7 ■, Mohammadi et al.;8 air + THF + water
system: ●, x = 0.0300, this work; ○, x = 0.0500, this work; △, x =
0.0500, Yang et al.;9 , best fit.

Figure 4. Hydrate phase equilibrium data for the air + water system
and the air + CP + water system. Air + water system: □, Mohammadi
and Richon;7 ■, Mohammadi et al.;8 air + CP + water system: ●, x =
0.0300, this work; ○, x = 0.0556, this work; , best fit.

Figure 5. Hydrate phase equilibrium data for the air + water system
and the air + TBAB + water system. Air + water system: □,
Mohammadi and Richon;7 ■, Mohammadi et al.;8 air + TBAB + water
system: ●, w = 0.20, this work; ○, w = 0.30, this work; , best fit.
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(279.7 to 290.5) K by introducing THF (x = 0.0300 and
0.0500). The higher concentration of THF leads to the lower
equilibrium pressure at a specific temperature. Figure 4 shows
that, at the same temperature in the temperature range of
(284.0 to 296.2) K, the four-phase (Lw−A−H−V) equilibrium
pressure for the air + CP + water system (x = 0.0300 and
0.0556) is lower by at least 45 MPa than the three-phase (Lw−
H−V) equilibrium pressure for the air + water system.
However, the change in the concentration of CP has little
influence on the hydrate dissociation conditions for the air +
CP + water system, which may be due to that CP is insoluble in
water, and the change in the amount of CP in water does not
affect the chemical potential of water.19 The promoter effect of
TBAB on hydrate formation is also observed in the air + water
system. As shown in Figure 5, the hydrate phase equilibrium
pressure for the air + water system is reduced by at least 45
MPa at a specific temperature in the temperature range of
(283.4 to 288.0) K due to the presence of TBAB measured at w
= 0.20 and 0.30, respectively. At a fixed temperature, the
hydrate dissociation pressure decreases with the increase in the
concentration of TBAB. The comparison of hydrate equili-
brium data for the air + water system in the presence of THF,
CP, or TBAB is illustrated in Figure 6. The slope of P−T curve

of the air + TBAB + water system is greater than those of the
air + THF + water and the air + CP + water systems, which
indicates that the former system is more sensitive to
temperature than the latter systems. The hydrate phase
equilibrium temperature at a specific pressure in the pressure
range of (0 to 1.5) MPa follows TBAB + air + water system (w
= 0.30) > air + CP + water system (x = 0.0556) > air + THF +
water system (x = 0.0500).

■ CONCLUSIONS
This work reports the hydrate dissociation conditions for the
air + THF + water system (x = 0.0300 and 0.0500), the air +
CP + water system (x = 0.0300 and 0.0556), and the air +
TBAB + water system (w = 0.20 and 0.30) in the temperature
ranges of (279.7 to 290.5) K, (284.0 to 296.2) K, and (283.4 to

288.0) K, respectively. The isochoric pressure-search method is
used to determine all hydrate dissociation conditions. Good
agreement between the hydrate dissociation data obtained in
this work for the oxygen + CP + water system (x = 0.0556) and
those reported by Du et al.18 confirms the reliability of the
experimental apparatus and the method employed in this work.
The results show that three-phase (Lw−H−V) equilibrium
pressure for the air + water system can be significantly reduced
by introducing THF, CP, or TBAB. At a fixed pressure in the
pressure range of (0 to 1.5) MPa, the four-phase (Lw−A−H−
V) equilibrium temperature for the air + TBAB + water system
(w = 0.30) is higher than those for the air + CP + water system
(x = 0.0556) and the air + THF + water system (x = 0.0500).
Therefore, among the three additives, TBAB may be the
strongest promoter to be applied to air separation using hydrate
formation in the working pressure range of (0 to 1.5) MPa.
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